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As long as there are tongues
there will be slips of them

PRICE, 10 CENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1935

Freshmen Must Welcoming Party Debating Team Strongest Bates Eleven
For Frosh
Looks Forward In Recent Years Faces
Abide By New Given
By Varsity Club
Yearling Rules Campus Leaders Speak To To Good Year
Arnold Team Saturday

FROM
THE

NEWS

New Policy Announced
By President Saunders
Late In Spring

F.nerimenU with
"Music In The Dark"
Womnn't Life Saved
By Flying Tackle

Men Of "39 On College
Affairs

Delightfully short speeches, cider
and doughnuts, and fellowship in
downstairs Chase—these were the factors that made the Varsity Club Freshman parly such a success last Tuesday
night.
Each year the Varsity Club gives
this welcoming party to the men of
the incoming class. David Whitehouse
'36 was toastmaster for the evening.

International Debate Is
Star Studded Team Of Veterans Will Meet OppoScheduled Early In
nents From Large Eastern Colleges
November

Bates College is being congratulated
on a birth—the birth of a new tradition
which takes the form of freshman
rules and which features the reappearance of freshman hats on the campus.
Last June, in the closing days of
Dictionary Altered By
school, the Student Council, unknown
French Academy
to most of the student body, voted to
adopt a set of freshman rules, which
Technicians Dismissed For
became applicable with the start of
Peace Activities
college this year.
The seniors of the Class of 1935, who
-NILS LENSARTSONCourtesy of Portland Press-Herald were preparing to graduate even while
Rev. John C. Schroeder, who ad- the new Council was voting, were the
• suggestion made by the musical dressed student body in Chapel this last group of Bates students to be
the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeit- morning.
subjected to the rigors and hardships
of "freshmen initiation," soon after
,,t symphonic music to be propdeemed unnecessary and unwise and
erly appreciated should be heard in
therefore eliminated. Since 1931 Bates
. .used a lively debate in
freshmen have been inconspicuous in
. r and ' niulation on the part
that they have not been set apart from
of at least, one music hall manager in
upperclas8men, and there has been
the Bernbnrgerstraaae.
difficulty in defining a distinct relationHere the innovation was received
ship between freshmen and the so%\\\t great enthusiasm by the concertcalled upperclassmen.
ppers. until the lights were turned on
The policies adopted for experiment
3( in. end of the concert and many
this year by the Council are embodied
found -.eoklases, earrings, watches, and
in six rules concerning the freshman
even racelets missing.
hat. the wearing of suit coats, smoking,
Al : iie suggestion of the frantic
and a strict regulation of "dates," in
manager the police tried to have the
addition to other rules which have been
critic -eveal the source of the inspira"One cannot help wondering whether in force previously, as follows:
tion for advising the rendering of
"1. Until Thanksgiving, the regusymp ionic music in darkness, but it the nation will continue to breed men
lation freshman hat must be worn
this stamp, men who do not look
appeared to have been beyond re- of
on campus at all times except on
proach. This, however, is said not to to the government, whether local or Sundays, holidays, or when enterto set them on their feet, but
apply so some of the letter writers who federal,
taining guests.
who depend on their own brain and
stimulated the unfortunate experiment brawn to keep going; men who look
2. Freshmen must wear a suit coat
in the Hernburgerstrasse.
with scornful disdain upon such will- at all times until Thanksgiving.
• • •
3. Freshmen must not wear preo'-the-wisp as the Townsend plan and
paratory school insignia.
q,\ Hying tackle by a former college other equally fatuous schemes for parfootball player was credited with sav- ticipating in unearned wealth." With
4. Freshmen must not smoke on
ins; the life of Mrs. K. Evelyn Thomas, these words President Clifton Daggett
campus or on the smoke walks desigSO years <>ld, of Troy. She is in a criti- Gray took a shot at some phases of nated for the use of upperclassmen.
cal condition, however, suffering from New-Dealism in his address at the first
If the freshman football team wins
or ties all of its games, freshmen will
burns received when her clothing chapel service of the year at Bates
College this morning.
be allowed the same smoking privicaught fire from a kitchen stove.
In a speech which Dr. Gray titled
leges as the upperclassmen. If this
Marvin H. Anderson, graduate of
is not the case, the rule is effective
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, where after Edna Ferber's big-woods novel
until the freshman track team has
he played football, made a flying tackle "Come and Get It," he extolled the
when he noticed Mrs. Thomas" cloth- Bates undergraduates to cling stead- won a meet.
5. Freshmen must not walk on the
ing in llames. After bringing her down, fastly to the old-fashioned self-reliance
grass. They should take pride in
he r died the woman on the ground, "chief characteristic of the builders
and
founders
of
this
Republic."
"It
is
keeping the campus looking clean.
extinguishing the flames. Anderson's
true," he went on, "that our nation
ing was burned but he was not needs today a re-birth among its cit6. Until Thanksgiving freshmen
accompany ladies only with the perhurt.
izens of those qualities of steadfast
mission of the Student Council. This
purpose, honest dealing with ourselves
permission will be granted only In
and
our
neighbours,
and
willingness
to
QTiie theatre in Sweden takes off its
very special cases.''
i al • hen Summer comes. Throughout work and work hard, which together
In commenting on the observation
(he l&Ma, tv. cities and villages, roving combine to make the self-reliant man
rules by the incoming class, the
bands ol players and singers offer the —you are building your house upon an of
Freshman
edited by Damon
new and the old in plays, concerts, insecure foundation' if you do not rate Stetson '36,Handbook,
said, "The Student Council
-abaret and circus programs in the an "A' or a 'B' in the moral qualities is very eager to have its attitude
ipen air. They may be found in parks that fashion the self-reliant individ- clearly understood by the incoming
and playgrounds, now using the prop- ual."
In conclusion President Gray said, freshman class, especially with referoiiies of the theatre, now depending
ence to freshman initiation. The Stusole y upon the background provided "College does not owe you an educa- dent Council, recognizing the absoion.—I can only say, using the title of
l
by nature.
lute undesirability of an extensive inThe Swedes are devotees of the out- Bonn Ferber's novel. 'Come and Get itiation program due to the increase
1 door life, and the theatre in this It.'"
The other main speaker of the morn- of freshman activities, has abolished
form has found a quick response in all ing was Rev. John Schroeder, pastor of all forms of sophomore-freshman initiparts of the country. The out-of-door the State Street Congregational Church ation. The benefits of such a policy to
drama has. indeed, become a national in Portland. Dr. Schroeder is a lec- the incoming freshman are evident in•:. -itution. This Summer twelve turer on Biblical Literature at Bow- asmuch as he is able to devote his
■ trapes, comprising about 400 players, doin. He has spoken at the Bates ves- attention wholeheartedly and without
a scheduled to tour the country, mak- per services and during the past sum- interruption to the activity which he
hrief appearances in plays of for- mer he travelled extensively in Europe. may pursue . . . The freshman is thus
c -ii origin, many of them by American He is a young man greatly in demand allowed a good start in extra-curricular
work . . ."
writers.
for speaking at public occasions.
Out-of-Door Drama
Beromet National Institution

0

WEIGHT AND SPEEDAT WINGS
IN MOREY'S 1935 OFFERING

A debate with a team picked from
Canadian colleges will be the highlight of the first round of debating at
Bates college as announced by Prof.
Brooks Quimby, director of debate at
Bates, today. The topic of this meeting All Veteran Backfield Bolstered By Stars From Last Year's
will be "Imperialism" and in this time
Freshman Outfit—Regulars May Lose Positions
of troubled international situations
should provide interesting discussions.
Saturday afternoon at two o'clock his shoulder in a scrimmage Tuesday
This international debate will be held
Coach Dave Morey will trot his foot- and will lie out of the line-up this week.
in the Bates chapel on November 1.
One of the year's surprises is Alonzo
hall team out onto Garcelon Field for
Two-Day Trip
A Bates team yet to be announced the season's opening game against Conant, 190 pound senior. Unimpreswill journey to Middlebury College, Arnold. The team has quite a few vet- sive in his work the past two seasons,
Vermont, on October 10 and will de- erans back and with more reserve he has greatly improved and will unbate the University of Vermont at the strength than is usual for a small col- doubtedly see plenty of action. Dick
State Teachers' Convention in Con- lege team should encounter no diffi- Loomis, Ed Hathaway, and Dick Preston make a capable lot of reserves at
cord. N. H., on its home journey the culty with the Nutmeg outfit.
Coach Morey has the team in fine the pivot post.
following night October 11.
The rest of the backfield looks parThe first women's debate will be shape for so early in the season. The
spirit is especially good and the team ticularly strong. Harry Keller, a senior,
with Middlebury on October 31.
Trials for any students interested anxiously awaits the opening of the who tips the scales at a mere 140, is
the varsity dashman and is likely to
who have not yet made the varsity toughest schedule in Bates history.
In spite of the loss of such valuable prove sensational at the left half posisquad are to be held on a week from
next Tuesday. At this time all candi- veterans from last year's team as Bill tion. Cotton Hutchinson. who was outdates are expected to give a three Stone, tackle; George Mendall, end; standing last year as a freshman, is a
minute talk on some controversial sub- Sam Fuller, guard; all all-state men, right half. He is a fine passer and a
ject. Those picked from these prelim- and Lindholm. center; Toomey, end;
inaries will engage in a series of Valicenti, quarterback; and Paige and
Coach Morey Announces
debates to comprise the final selection Purinton. halfbacks, the team will still
have plenty of experienced men. Ted
basis.
Captains for 1935 Eleven
Wellman. hard running back of the
Trials Next Week
past
two
seasons,
has
been
shifted
to
The first trials scheduled for next
Coach Dave Morey has anwill have Ernest Robinson '37, James an end position where this weight and
nounced the football captains for
Foster '38. and Donald Welch '37, aggressiveness answer Coach Morey's
the coming year. The three
going against William Metz '37, Law- specifications of an end. Verdelle
seniors who will share in the
rence Floyd '37, and Paul Stewart 38. Clark, end, is a capable performer witli
Robert E. Saunders, President of The topic in this series will be "So- two years' experience. Joe Biernacki,
leadership of the team in its amthe Student Council, who interpreted
bitious schedule are: Ted Wellcialized Medicine." A trial between with two years' experience at guard
man, of Lewiston, former Maine
rules for Freshmen at meeting TuesWilliam Greenwood '36, Carleton took over a tackle berth this fall but
schoolboy tackle, and star back
day night.
^^^ Maybee '36, and Al Conant '36, on one is on the side lines at present with a
of the past two years who was
side and Irving Isaacson '36, David knee injury. Wes Stoddard and Don
shifted to end this season, Frank
He introduced various campus leaders Whitehouse '36, and Edmund Muskie Gautier, both lettermen, are both back
Manning, of Milton, former
who explained their major activity. '36, on the other, will use the topic at left tackle. Stoddard's aggressiveHuntington School star and vetRobert Saunders '36, President of the "Imperialism."
ness makes him outstanding in the
eran quarterback, and Joe BierStudent Council, gave a brief explanaTwenty-four members of last years line. Dayt Taylor is the only letterman
nacki, outstanding guard who betion of the Freshman Rules.
varsity forensic men and women are available at the guard positions but
came a tackle this year, at presCampus Leaders Speak
expected back to help Brooks Quimby Mike Drobosky at center, is another
ent on the injured list.
The toastmaster then introduced Ed- wield another champion Bates team letterman. In the backfield the lettermen include Manning, powerful blockward Wellman '36, football star and into shape.
ing quarterback; Barney Marcus, an good all around performer. Bob Frost,
president of the Varsity Club, who
o
all around performer; Ed Curtin, another sophomore, looks great at the
welcomed the group in behalf of the
speedy right half; Merle McCluskey. other half while Brad Morin and Doc
members of the club. He was foland Joe Pignone, power houses at the Healey, also sophomores, are two fine
lowed by William Greenwood '36,
quaterhacks likely to prove very valfullback post.
president of the Debating Council, who
Buck Spinks' charges of last year uable.
explained the past records of Bates
Following Saturday's game the team
are showing considerable promise.
debating teams and emphasized the
Starting with the line, Charlie Cooke, will meet N. Y. U., Dartmouth, Boston
importance of freshmen trying out for
190 pound crashing end is giving College, Maine, Bowdoin, Colby, and
the freshman squad next week.
Clark a battle for the right wing berth. Holy Cross in that order.
Howard Buzzell '36 told of the fine
Sampson of the "Boston Herald" has
Burt Reed, another sophomore, is showrecord, the best In years, that last
ing up well and will understudy Well- this to say about the Bates team.
year's tennis team made, and he urged
man. Wes Dinsmore, now eligible, is "This is an ambitious undertaking for
all interested freshmen to participate
another left end who should see plenty any small college eleven but if any of
in the all-college tournament that takes
of service again this year. He is a the smaller colleges can stand it this
place next week. Nils Lennartson '36,
standout on defense. Herb Pickering Bates group can. The Bobcats won't be
speaking for the college publications,
and Mike MacDonough are two good giving away any too much weight. The
asked for freshman co-operation in
sophomore prospects at guard while first eleven is fairly experienced, there
these enterprises, and he asked for
Ernie Robinson and Fred Martin, both seems to be capable reserves for
criticism of a constructive nature as
The work of social welfare agencies juniors, bolster the position. Dick nearly every position and like all
well.
receives too much publicity Perkins, a sophomore, was showing up Morey coached teams the Garnet will
Coaches Thompson and Spinks of- today
about the isolated case of an evicted
be well grounded in the fundamentals."
fered a few words of encouragement family still on the relief rolls, and exceptionally well at guard but hurt
to aspiring track and football stars, not enough about the other nine hunboth emphasizing the necessity for dred and ninety-nine families which
hard work and faithful training. Fol- are being carefully taken care of, aclowing a few Bates songs the group cording to Miss Pauline Hill, Bates
adjourned to the basement for cider '28. who is supervisor of social agencies
and doughnuts.
in the Southeast District of Rochester,
o
N. Y., and at present visiting at the
Myhrman,
Robinson, and
home of Professor and Mrs. Arthur
Wright Spent Whole
Leonard.
Miss Hill stated that this is a
Summer Abroad
period of transition in relief and social
work handling with the financial burden of the work coming to be taken
Although it is suspected that Bates
over more and more by official govprofessors have vacations it is not alernment support and the special social Friendliness Is Keynote Struck ways known how they are spent. Here
and personality problems being asare listed just a few of the ways in
sumed as the province of the private
By Speakers At
which the professors enjoyed their
Bates English Professor Visits Central Europe And Northern
agencies. New Deal appropriations and
summer.
Meeting
Africa—Concludes News Stories Too
relief measures have tended in this
Professor Bartlett stayed for a time
direction she added.
Often Erroneous
in Vermont, then went to the shore,
Miss Hill specialized in social work
The class of 1939 was officially wel- and finally returned to Lewiston.
study at Western Reserve University comed to the Bates Campus on MonProfessor Wilkins spent his summer
Prof. Edwin Wright, head of the De- then to Gibraltar; to Nice, France; to
after
leaving
Bates.
She
began
work
day
night by President Gray for the at his camp at Five Islands, Maine.
nartment of English at Bates College, Algeria in northern Africa and then to
with the Cleveland Associated Chari- college, by Robert Saunders '36, PresProfessor Pomeroy passed the sumThe annual IMUR Party, sponsored ties, as district supervisor in 1930. ident of the Student Council, for the
Lewiston returned to his home on Jerusalem. He made the passage
mer in Maine with visits to Canada
Campus Avenue this week after an across the desert to Cairo by train and each year by the Y. W. C. A. and the Here she was associated with four men. and by Edith Milliken '36. Pres- and to other points of interest in New
extended tour which he began last was here a guest of Mrs. Eleanor Lib- Y. M. C. A., was held last night in the other former Bates people: Mrs. ident of the Women's Student Govern- England.
January and which took him through bey Ewalt, and resident of Lewiston Alumni Gymnasium, with the entire Mildred Beckman Myhrman '30, Muriel ment Organization, for the women.
Professor Hovey enjoyed the salt
freshmen class and the greater pro- Beckman '30, Dana Ingle '28, and Prof. Brooks Quimby, debating coach,
Central and Southern Europe and and Mr. Ewalt
water at Old Orchard Beach before his
In Italy Dr. Wright said he got no portion of upperclassmen and faculty Dagmar Augustinus '33.
Northern Africa. Prof. Wright exgave
the
address
of
the
evening,
and
return to Lewiston.
amusement out of making con- in attendance. This popular "getting
o
pressed himself as pleased and satis- little
in his own logical and characteristic
Professor Zerby took his usual trip
by means of the Latin he acquainted party" once again was emified with the trip as a whole and of- versation
way
proved
the
thesis,
"Bates
Stands
knew
with
the
mountain
Italians
to Indiana and Illinois after which he
nently successful as freshmen made
fered some sentiments prevailing in
for Opportunity."
whose tongue has not changed so new acquaintances and upperclassmen
taught at the Baptist School of Methvarious countries as he found them.
President Gray in his welcoming ods at Ocean Park.
Doc Wright stated that the English greatly from the classic language. At lined up the new class and renewed
remarks to this year's class, smaller
Professor Knapp spent his vacation
people as he saw and talked with them Florence he witnessed a very enthusi- old friendships.
than any in recent years, recalled the at his camp on the shore of Pleasant
Colored IMUR cards this year prea month ago seem to feel that America astic shipload of troops leaving for the
occasion of twenty-two years ago when Pond.
could make herself very useful in the African "front". Here also he said he vented many an innocent freshman
the United States declared war upon
Professor Britan after a trip through
effecting of world peace by taking looked upon the most stirring works of from tactlessly inquiring of some
Germany. He compared the interna- the south returned to his camp at the
more aggressive stands along with the art and artistic surroundings imagi- youthful senior, "Are you a freshtional situation of that day with that same lake.
man?" It is rumoreu that certain of
mother country. The average English- nable.
of the present hour, and pointed out
Some of the professors attended sumOn arirving at the winter resorts in our most boyish and girlish seniors
man seems to think that America and
that once again the threat of war is mer school. These were Doctor Mabee
Great Britain united could set the in- Switzerland, Dr. Wright said he was (not having as yet had the opportunity
darkening the horizon. "But," he said and Coach Spinks.
ternational difficulties pretty near confronted with as phenomenal a to acquire the dignity befitting their
forcefully and assuredly, "the United
Some were lucky enough to travel
sight as he witnessed on his entire trip. position) were highly pleased with the
oi-jgllt
States is safer today!" He went on abroad. Professors Myhrman. Robinnew color scheme that saved them so
In Italy, traveler Wright said that Men and women could dress and go much
to
point
out
how
fortunate
the
freshembarrassment.
son, and Wright were those fortunate.
one unexplainably but ever undeniably around in atmosphere warm enough
men were to have this opportunity to
The piercing personal questions that
Professors Sawyer and Woodcock
EXTRA! Arthur Axelrod was elected embrace knowledge in a country that
felt a tense military spirit quickening from the sun reflected by the snow to were asked on the IMUR cards also
along with Coach Thompson were
the atmosnhere. This was most evi- permit the wearing of shorts and bath- proved to be interestingly revealing. leader of the Bobcats late yesterday does not have the war cloud hovering councilors at camps in Maine. The first
dent In Rome he added. When he tried ing suits and yet have the snow under Who is the favorite Bates movie act- afternoon.
over it as have European countries. two were at Wavus Camp at Jefferson;
feet ideal for skiing.
The first of the popular "Y" dances
<„ <*et the actual opinions of the their
In concluding, President Gray emress? Shirley Temple, Garbo, or do the will
Back
in
England
the
months
of
July
be held in the Alumni Gymnasium phasized the idea of Bates friendliness. the latter at Camp O—At—Ka in East
Italian common people the^ answer of and August were spent in research garnet lads feel that that delightful
Sebago.
one man was characteristic. In Italy study at the British Museum Library, example of rotund pulchritude, Mae on Saturday night at 7:30 P. M. As He stated, "The administration and
Professor Harms again guided the
usual the tuneful melodies and faculty want to be friendly advisors
West,
conforms
to
their
ideal.
The
final
we don't talk."
destinies of the Bates Summer School
the League of Library and the ImGermany.
Doctor Wright found perial War Museum Library all three statistics have not as yet been an- rhythms of the Bobcats will send in your search for knowledge. We want with Professors Gould, Berkleman,
graceful couples gliding across the to feel we know you in a personal
much pleasanter and more enjoyable in London. At this time geMewred an nounced.
Fisher, and McDonald as teachers
gym floor.
sense. Bates is above all a friendly there.
to the traveler than the average news- Austin 10 motorcar (slightly larger
o
The dances later in the fall will be college."
paper reader would expect to find.. l ne than the Austin known to Am rto
held in Chase Hall, but due to the
Robert Saunders '36. and Edith character can here be developed
gun-and-sabre and dictator-fear tense- and took tours up into the heather and
larger numbers that attend these Milliken '36, speaking as representa- through religious activity, athletic and
ness seemed much less evident to heath regions of tradition rich Scotearlier
ones,
the
gym
floor
is
being
tives
of the upperclassmen, corrobo- extra-curricular activities, and through
Doctor Wright in the realm o Der land Most enjoyable he stated was the
Robins in Yosemite know their utilized. It is expected that the Bob- rated President Gray's concluding class room training."
Ume spent at the Y.M.C, A. vacation
Fuhrer than in II Duces peninsula.
He called attention to the sacrifices
Holland seemed to be undergoing all home formerly a mansion of the friends. Recently, says a bulletin from cats will this year be as smooth a col- statement by pledging a co-operative
the financial and economic difficulties Stuarts famous in the history of the the Department of the Interior, a CCC lege band as there is in this section and friendly spirit on the part of the that are necessary in order that a stuof
the
country.
Most
of
the
members
upper
classes.
dent
may have a four year college
crew
at
work
removing
dead
limbs
and
that we have been reading about. As island.
In the address of the evening Prof. course, and warned against a "passive
mistletoe from a large oak tree in the of Tut's last year's team will return
The
huge
ships
I
Dr. Wright put if,
Dr. Wright concluded that just as
fall, and they should have little Quimby pointed out the peculiar ad- education" and also agarnst overdoing
saw rusting in the docks in Amsterdam we are apt to have very incorrect New Village in the park found a robin this
difficulty in producing music of the
of a small, conservative col- social life. In concluding he said, "It
were only too true an index to her saa views of peoples of these nations from on her nest perched near the end of a same high caliber as they did last vantages
lege such as Bates. He showed that a is necessary to take advantage of your
dead limb. While they carefully
the newspaper accounts which we avoided disturbing that limb, the robin spring. The returning members of the student at Bates has more friends, is opportunities. You should fill your colDr. Wright was in England in_ the read and which give us only the more
Bobcats are Arthur Axelrod '36, more intimate with the faculty, and lege life with experiences that will
spring months when the Silver J»h'le^ atrocious type of events so the Euro- continued to stay on her nest as the William Hamilton '38, Winston Keck feels more poignantly the appeal of form rich memories, and finally YOU
was at its height. This tremendous pean citizens have similar notions boys sawed limbs from other parts of '38, Donald Partridge '38, and Eric
college spirit because of its unity than will determine the way you will go."
event of memorial and merry-making about Americans. There was a widely the tree. When a photographer, armed Maurer '38.
Seldon Crafts, director of music,
in a large college. In particular he
y
with a formidable telephoto lens,
came close to doing the P™?tic
*"
accepted
belief
that
Huey
Long,
the
The dances this year will be under said, "Bates is democratic . . . there lead in group singing of Bates songs
e
climbed
the
tall
ladder
where
CCC
impossible thing of upsetting «» J°"; assassinated "bad-boy" was to be our
the direction of Urshal Gammon '36, are no fraternity cliques ... a lack of with Sumner Libbey '36. assisting at
servative stability of the most dyeo-m next President, that any American is hovs had been going all day, the robin who was appointed to this position money is no disgrace . . . religious the piano. Harry W. Rowe, Assistant
took
to
flight.
She
would
not
return
wool Britisher according to Dr. Wrtgm imminently liable to stealthy kidnap or
tolerance is everywhere evident . . . to the President, presided.
last spring.
until the photographer left.
The course of Dr. Wright s travel gangster murder.
took him first to the island of Maderta,

First Chapel
Talk Concerns
Self Reliance

Rev. Schroeder Of Portland, Pres. Gray Deliver Speeches

* *,*

Q France's resort to a national lottery
In an effort to balance its depressionri iden budget has discreetly scuttled
a oopy-book aphorism.
The French Academy, revising the
official dictionary, ran across this seni' ■ice. used as an example of the meaning of "fall":
"The fool buys a lottery ticket, believing the winning ticket must fall to
liim."
After deliberation the academicians
iuleted the sentence.
Q The American Civil Liberties Union
took a hand in the case of three women
technicians of the Columbia University
Medical School, who charged they had
lieen dismissed from the school bemuse of their peace activities.
University authorities maintained a
'rict silence. Dean Willard Rappleye
if the medical school was reported out
. town for the week-end and James T.
rady, director of public relations for
"he university, announced that unirerslty officials would issue no stateinents on the matter at present
Osmond K. Fraenkel, attorney for the
union's committee on academic freedom, declared he would attempt to obtain an interview with Dean Rappleye
Monday. He said his information was
that the technicians had been dismissed
' 'i signing a letter protesting the
Punishment of students alleged to have
Wn active workers in the peace movement at the medical school.

• • •

Q Rain in the high plains country, the
heaviest in four years, has done more
t-ian restore the morale of the farming
'mpire. Following are some of the results of the precipitation:
The Dodge City Board of Education
v
"ted to establish a two-year Junior
college.
In twenty Southwest Kansas counties sixty-seven petitions for divorce
were withdrawn.
Church attendance the first Sunday
after the week of rain was 100 per cent
l!
»rger.
Seventeen towns voted salary increases for school teachers next year.
Farm implement sales in six important distributing centres increased
300 per cent over the same week in
,!,
34. Implement repair sales show a
similar gain.
Seventy-four deals for the purchase
"f Southwest farms were closed in
Southwest
Kansas and the Oklahoma
1
anhandle.
The second oldest college in Amer'«■ was endowed by three pirates.

Social Worker
Visiting Home
Of Dr. Leonard

Prominent Bates Graduate Declares Social
Transition Period

Bates Professors Enjoyed Pleasant
Vacations In Many Different Spots
Reception Given
Monday Night To
Incoming Class

Students Hold
Dr. Edwin Wright Returns Home After Annual Party
Extended Tour Through Foreign Lands
To Meet Frosh

Friendships Made And
Renewed At Delightful Affair

Axelrod Elected
To Lead Bobcats
For Coming Year
First Appearance Of Jazz
Band Saturday Night
At Dance In Gym

Yosemite Valley Friends

T"
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A Word To Tke Otkerwise

c
11 T*»*t
Of President
Full
Text w
pirst chapel
Grays
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H

THE
BATES STUDENT

were graduated from Dartmouth •
FRFSHMAN RULES as they are being presented on the Bates
ln my final message to the Class of
the middle decade of the last r^J*
Janfpus this fall will excite a good deal of comm«t fj^orable
Welcome, ■"■^ft'SSfSi
is their possession of certain qUali5?
the members, of be 1939 «l fc ^
of character which had been obscUr„
andnot-so-favorable. However, we firmly believe that the> can to pa^cuia
y =
a
eerning a few <* tne
although not completely, during ,$
fc College
K made to justify themselves with the decent sportsmanship
members of -—- n column
college course by less favorable 2
and coo^ration of the" partaking classes and prove UMjjjjg- fnr music This is your own
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aroused from their slumb a until
We make no boasts for this sort of wild behaviour We would not Music Room at Chase Hall.
John I-eard '.•». Samii.l I.«-ar.l '38. H Curtin '3'i. want the upper classes to feel like II Duce against King of Kings.
First band rehearsal will be helQ settled in Boston and became the ex- they were face to face with t
H.riiiird Marcus '37. Iiyron I'atlln '38.
gle of competitive existence.
Il.-rl. Pickering W, Jason I-ewis 37.
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ities which lead to useful and wot4
Back at Bates, again, we continue to outline why and how^the band should be present at this time.
while living, both in and out of colfcj,
Antone B"^j*Jg^£Sft'T«k W. Dentill H-aly «8, Urban Av.ry W
There are NO tryouts for the band.
^Ver^these
students,
Professor
new system of Freshman "orientation can be successful. It can oe
The first rehearsal of the College Sanborn characterized as "very feeble These qualities of character
Single Copies. Ten Cents.
Orchestra will be on Wednesday eve- in mind, indifferent to study, and often means the monopoly of hold,-- of ^
BnbMrlptlon. »M V*_ES*J?£Sff& I^SSTh^XTS thrBusiness Manager accomplished by following a few simple words of advice.
bachelor's degree. Far too often had
Written Notice of change of address
ning in the Chase Hall Music Room.
Published WednesFirst to Freshmen. Don't think that you are being imposed There are NO tryouts for this group. absent from college duties. His char- college training been thong!,:
acter was unimpeached." This man beas second class
As a filial word, all members of the came one of the leading lawyers of Ms only door to intelligent thir king aaj
upon. You are being accorded the privilege of being. Participant: m
BfSV Post" office a." Lewlston. Maine.
magical letters A.B. and B.S.tfr
series of events which will with your cooperation make Bates mean Freshman class who have special day was admitted to practice in the the
talent in singing, playing or novelty Vermont Supreme Court, and later be- garded as an open sesame int0 ,
something very real and pleasant to remember in your future years as acts are requested to see Mr. Crafts.
charmed circle of supposed superiorBj
an "lun nus. Bleak, is the backlook of the college graduate who can- Upper classmen who wish to become came United States counsellor in the J have recently become arquaiatcj
Federal Supreme Court at Washington.
-.1934 (Jpflr^alfBuifSl 1935^
not asLiate his undergraduate days with infinitely shrrujg and members of the Choir and Choral SoWtSCCMW
A third student, according to the with a man whose formal '-■lucation
cherishable traditions and customs. Ih.s is what Freshman rules and ciety may try out at this time. Hoping record of his teacher, was "dull, slow, was limited to a few winti
to see you all out I remain your faith- obtuse, but apparently well meaning of the public schools whei
their decent observance can make available. Instances of
.
and honest, professing piety but prac- quired the fundamentals ot
natured rivalry are bound to grow out of the rules which ^intend ful scribe.
ticing some things inconsistent with R's. Thrown upon his own
to unify classes and promote sincerer good-comradeship. A certain
a high degree of it." This student after at fourteen years of age. bis r»al eduTHE MESSAGES OF GREETING to an incoming class at few will do well to accept thankfully the advice of the administrating
some years in the ministry became cation has been in the Cnh
Hard Knocks. Today, at sixty years<
Bates have regular succession of overworked and therefor mecham- group on matters which the advised may think his own personal
a college president!
age he has raised a family, accam.
Generalizations
are
always
dangeraffair—you may as well be as acceptable a part of the college comous and. based upon only three cases, lated by thrift and hard woi k a THJ
^tabSf of the
it gives me great pleasure to welcome munity as possible. Have a good time with these rules. Don t go
By Earl Dias
are futile as well as dangerous. It little property, and has found time h
this new bright looking assembly of young P^"***?™^ * around with a disgruntled or frightened look. Neither attitude is It happened 60 years ago—1875:
would, for example, be a wholly super- the midst of constant struggle to real
widely not only about his own calling
Bates College
When you have any personal trouble at any needed and the first will not be tolerated. Above all "solve to be
Professor Stanton and his wife were ficial judgment to conclude from the that of a fisherman, but
ever on the lookout for any outbreak of hysteria action which has the in Rome . . . There were 13 on the above data that college teachers are
time
world in which he lives. I have f<
Bates faculty . . . There were 13 generally incapable of drawing accu- his mind as keen and his jit :::-n,
heard
all
of
this
and
more
and
we
trust
it
has
landed
in
rate
pictures
of
their
students.
Proscholarships at Bates . . . The annual
You've ..
as sound as the mind and judj
le an.
and pleas to
the proper place. We could add our words of welcome
expenses of a Bates student were fessorial prophecy regarding future many a college graduate. Alt
■Iconic, welabout 200 dollars . . . The college ran success or failure of undergraduates lias never darkened the doors of at*
effect vour appreciation of our facilities and above all wclc
a spelling bee for the neighboring high lays no claim respecting infallibility, lege. he is. in my opinion, an ea
come.'But we trust you've had all of that that you can stand. Our gent enthusiasm.
schools, the proceeds of which were for the forces that play upon the huonly plea to the class of '39 is for the early cultivation of qualities
To the upperclasses. Don't misunderstand the rules and what turned over to the athletic association man individual are so varied—health, man. a splendid example of the I
which will have more to do with the pleasantness at Bates and in the they entitle anyone to. They are not in the slightest a mandate giving . . . Prof. Howe erected a house on marriage, opportunity or lack of it, en- New England has produced in otto
years, independent, self-reliant, krs
world after (and Bates is fortunate in being much less removed trom control of the first-year people to upperclassmen. Any interpretation Frye St. . . . 50 trees were planted on vironment and a score of other fac- in everything pertaining to his on
tors—that
forecasts
of
this
sort
are
the affairs of real life than most institutions) than any scholastic dis- of them as such is inexcusable and likely to tempt violation of what campus . . . The ascent of Mt. David particularly hazardous. It would be occupation, well-informed in what iwas made easier by the building of
tinctions or track records you may ever achieve. These are the simple with intelligent and respectful usage may prove to be the most important some plank steps . . . The date of equally foolish to assume that care- going on at home and abroad. One cat
old virtues of humility, good-fellowship and honesty. We are not the change made in undergraduate circles at Bates for some time. Under- Commencement was fixed at May 27. lessness or indifference to the intel- not help wondering whether the nation
will continue to breed men of this
least-ashamed of their apparent Sunday school triteness. From our stand them for wliat thev are and resolve not to obstruct a courageous The Commencement Dinner was to be lectual demands of the class room have stamp, men who do not look to governno relation to subsequent success. The
tent on campus.
stav at this college we have come into contact with so many instances Student Council administration which is attempting to conduct them with served in a large
• • * * *
testimony of all colleges proves the ment, whether local or federal, to w.
of the lack of these qualities and seen tragic consequences thereot that decency and intelligence.
We offer two bits of 60 year old contrary, namely, that in general good them on their feet, but who depend
we feel very anxious that you should get an early understanding ot
and faithful work during four years of upon their own brain and
humor:
"A man in Parker Hall dislocated his college carries over into future occu- keep going, men who look «
the high value of these attributes.
jaw the other evening while attempt- pations. For the average student the tul disdain upon such will-o'-•
ing to encase a pillow while holding college record prophesies with a fair as the Townsend plan and other
In every class that has passed through this college there have
it in his teeth. Let his misfortune be degree of accuracy the kind of life equally fatuous schemes for participatbeen a certain few isolated figures known in the easy speech as "fallen
a warning to others who ape the house- that will be led in after years. It is ing in unearned wealth.
stars" Thcv came to Bates with a certain amount of personality,
The formula by which such met
well known that some students who
wife."
have done brilliant work as undergrad- attain measurable success is a simpir
front or something whiflh immediately shunted them into the limeBelieves War Scare Exaggerated
light as class leaders. Maybe they lasted a year, maybe two even
"According to the 'Cornell Times' uates and who have stood at the head one. There is nothing new al
Among the students entering Bates
Asked about the present interna- five misses are practicing rowing at of their class fall into mediocrity or is simply the application of old-fasathree but then came the fall; swift, tragic, complete, irreparable College this fall is Mr. K. Hirasawa, a
tional war scare, Hirasawa said that that university. They ought to beat even worse and that some ne'er-do-well ioned honesty, joined with sei
usually. It is that members of the incoming class may be aware of young graduate of the Imperial Uni- he doubted if any military action any crew in the world, for at the start men and women who barely get their pose .and hard- work, bo vttn*<**>v mi\'
the fact and perhaps avoid the causes of similar unfortunate instances versity at Tokyo, Japan, who only ar- would be forthcoming despite the al- they have gone five miles—each miss diplomas make good and even rise to be the circumstances in whi<rived in America six weeks ago. Mr.
positions of influence. But these cases dividual finds himself. Certainly it is
that we speak.
Hirasawa, a man of refinement and leged seriousness of the Italian-Ethio- being as good as a mile."
do not vitiate the general rule that true that our nation needs today a:?
pian-England
difficulty.
He
went
on
disarming social ease, gave out his
faithful and conscientious devotion to birth among its citizens of t'
In living we meet people, and in living well it is desirable that purpose in coming to Bates as not so to say that Americans as a people 45 years ago—1890:
A great number of Bates students college tasks has a definite bearing ities of steadfast purpose, hoi
our relationships with these people should be smooth, and reasonably much to take particular courses or en- have an exaggerated notion of the accepted positions with Houghton. upon what happens to the individual ing with ourselves and with our nei?bmilitaristic character of the Nipponese
pleasant to both those whom we meet and ourselves. The achieve- gage in certain activities as to make government.
bors. and willingness to work and to
He pointed out, however, Mifflin & Co. for the summer . . . The after graduation.
ment of this relationship or the art of getting along is one that a first-hand acquaintance with actual that notions which Japanese have of "Garnet" was issued . . . Colby deThe significant thing about these work hard, which together combine to
requires our highest intelligence and constant attention. The achieve- American people and an accurate un- America and her government he has feated Bates 8-1, leaving Bates with three Dartmouth students of eighty make the self-reliant man. There is
derstanding of what they think and found out to be just as exaggerated. seven more games to play . . . Miss odd years ago is that their college rec- grave danger, if present trends in sot
ment is in the reach of all of us because it necessitates only the how they live.
'91, gave a reception to the ords as disclosed in the notes of Pro- ernment continue, that this
He closed this discussion saying that Prescott
normal culture of the simplest virtues men possess. The key to it
Junior Class ... A new course in fessor Sanborn contain both good and ioned self-reliance will totally disapTraining for Japanese Embassy
the path toward peace is through the Analytical
Chemistry under Prof. bad. I suspect that they were not pear. We do well to remen
all is an unimpeachable naturalness, constant shunning of anything
Mr. Hirasawa has been receiving his accurate information and understandthat is in the least affected. We think that true naturalness is tied up training as preparation to enter the ing among nations of the world con- Cushman was instituted at Bates . . . greatly different from many modern this was the chief characteristic of
A number of Bates men were being
and completed by the exercise of the virtues humility, good-fellow- Japanese Embassy and though inde- cerning the people, actual human or- trained at Harvard for gymnasium in- students. One could substitute the the founders and builders ol
pendent of this association during his dinary people who make up these struction . . . The faculty at Amherst name of more than one Bates graduate public. It is one of the prime conditions
ship and downright honesty—downright naturalness.
stay at Bates, he will go back into the nations. And he said it is the function suspended the entire Freshman Class of recent years and the college record of individual attainment. w\
is going to be a fisherman or is to enter
The basic reason for the fall in approval of the "fallen stars" that service when his ten months leave is of the diplomat to act as the inter- . . . Colleges are increasing at the rate would be equally accurate. Who can
tell whether fifty years from now some one of the professions. It
preter
of
these
nations.
ended.
we have discovered seems unavoidably tied up with the failure to
of fifteen a year in the United States. of these will not have followed law or important in college life. llo\
Ignorance Causes Rifts
Mr. Hirawasa stated that he chose
Here is 1890's answer to a coach's medicine successfully, or have become an I.Q. you may possess, ho-.
exercise just these three qualities. The crack performer on the grid- Bates as a fit place to study American
At the higher school in Japan Mr. prayer:
even college presidents! You will note cessful you may be in securing pm*
iron or on the debating stage had often become an instant leader of life and people after an interview with Hirawasa served as vice-president of
"Dohm of Princeton, a member of that Professor Sanborn in each case grades, you are building y mr house
his classmates. But ever so often this leader becomes conscious of his President Gray in which he was im- the Student Executive Council. This
the class of '90, has a very remarkable
able to pick out at least one quality upon an insecure foundation, if yon do
skill in some particular field and begins carrying his superiority pressed with the type of student and body (comparing to our Student Coun- record as a runner during this track was
worthy of commendation. The first man not rate an "A" or a "B" i" tbef
student life which Bates has come to cil) has virtual supreme authority in
around with him as part of his permanent stock. That this should be afford. He added, that his few days at controlling student life. The location season. From May 9, 1888, to Oc- was "serious and orderly in his de- fundamental moral qualitii
done is very undesirable and unmerited. You may be able to pass a Bates have come to confirm fairly well of a former school of Hirasawa was tober 5, 1889, Dohm ran in 31 races. portment; " the second was of unim- ion the self-reliant individu
You »i'He took 25 first prizes, three seconds, peachable character; the third was get out of your college cot - jns"5
football for forty yards but that doesn't make you one whit better his expected notions of what he would once changed by a Council vote.
He said that the incident growing and three thirds. In every race he ran "well-meaning and honest." And along much as you will put in I. ■
a man than the student walking behind you on campus the next find.
with these good qualities went others
Likes Bates Friendliness
out of the Vanity Fair cartoon of this from scratch."
My friend, the fisherman, said to*
morning. In one's partcular we would have him consider himself the
o
that were not so good: one was the other day that the w
past summer is an example of how
I did w*
He
said:
"I
feel
that
I
was
wise
in
best in the world; that's part of successful action—but it should be selecting Bates as a place to achieve misunderstanding growing out of igphlegmatic and inefficient, another was owe him anything. By thi lie n,BU"
feeble
in
mind
and
indifferent
to
norance
of
the
forms
of
humor
which
dropped off the field of play.
that whatever he got in lit'
'.sdnetf
my purpose of becoming acquainted
study, the third was dull, slow and ob- his own effort. That is a
mnd P*
with real American folks. I feel that are prevalent in America and Japan
tuse. It is certainly to the credit of losophy. College does not
Too many specialized performers have fallen because they have 8 small college has great advantages can have potential seriousness.
this college teacher that he did not education. It is up to yon
Mr. Hirawasa said that as a rule
come to assume often times very slight but ever so distinguishable over the university in respect to the
allow the indifference, the inefficiency yourselves, and this requin - moral*
the Japanese are trained in being of
taints of superiority complex. Don't ever let it become a part of your companionship the student finds."
or the dullness of these students to well as intellectual qua!
Th<* I
Mr. Hirasawa said that he was par- taciturn nature. There is an old Japmake-up. Remember that any special attribute you have is only very
blind him to their good points. He ob- four years on this caunpu
ticularly impressed with the natural anese saying which translated is "Only
slightly due to you alone. There are your parents who gave you the professor-student relationship and gen- who knows, knows" that quite explains
viously possessed that quality, without certain kind of opportunity
which no teacher has a right to pre- gin together another acadi
strong bodv or'the talented voice or keen brain. You are the pos- eral good-fellowship which is evident the average Jap's avoidance of pubside
over
the
class
room
however
brillicity.
sessor but'far from the creator. Assume no more than an honest at the Bates Commons.
can only say to you. using
liant he may be, the quality of fair- invitation of the logging i mp «*'1
While at Bates, however, Mr. HiraAt the higher school in Japan (the
share of the due credit. Ever carry with you a intelligent humility
ness.
wasa
has
said
that
he
is
trying
to
itl.ofW
Edna Ferber has mad.
which indicates an intelligent understanding and appreciation of your school below the university) Hirasawa adopt another proverb and "do as the
The important thing for us to note latest story of the great «
"0*
was active in athletics engaging in
in the story ot these three men who I and Get It."
relative position of nothingness in the large world.
rugby, football, and he was a quarter- Romans do". An easy and delightful
A regular pictorial review of the
mile runner. He said that the college person to meet, he has expressed the
With this humility comes a feeling of open-minded equality with and football songs which were sung hope that as many students as possible news of the college world will be feathe rest of your fellow-beings and recognition of the advisibility of during this week at the freshman pro- will feel free to talk with him on any tured each week in the Collegiate Digest section of the BATES STUDENT,
living in good-fellowship with as many of them as possible during grams reminded him strongly of simi- questions the Manchurian problem. the first issue of which appears with
League of Nations, or any other topics
our short span. Cultivate the art of establishing pleasant ways of lar songs sung by students at his for- of international significance.
this edition of the STUDENT.
mer schools in Japan.
companionable acquaintance with the people at Bates and you will
Featuring exclusive lively features
By Priscilla Heath
written especially for its wide collegihave gained the most enduring thing that Bates can give you—fine
TO MOTHERS OF FRESHMEN
ate audience in addition to the regular
friendships.
STAGE COSTUMING
news of the week "in picture and paraB
y Agnes Brooks Young
standing young men of the right sort. graph," Collegiate Digest brings to the
Editorial in "Providence Bulletin"
At bottom it is all a matter of plain honesty, spiritual and intellecYou did wisely in putting In the readers of the STUDENT the most Iwok ReP WaiiCal W°rker in thiS Specia' fle,d wi» find this an ex,
If the deans of freshmen will copy
8
present.ng many sound and valuable ideas reg'
tual. It is honesty to see our position of mediocrity on this fair globe, the following note in their own hand- heavier underwear, and be sure that we complete pictorial review of college KX*. Beside.,
theory, the author has enhanced the Z*££ZZf£?£gZ
will see that he puts it on at the first news available.
writing—just
to
give
the
thing
a
perview all others as they are and likewise present the honest natural
diagranlS n any P,ates of
sonal touch — filling in the blank sign of frost: though as"to his catch- '
coBtumw"a f actual
u' d
new and outstanding feature of of°n^
and Pattern9 f va
view of our own beings. Honesty not to pretend what is not; not to spaces and mailing copies to the thou- ing cold you need have no fear, for theA issues
this
year
will
be
the
unusual
£ff£f,2E
"m!5"J
.
the clean, dry climate of
Is
with the making
of masks,
colors, °use of"°«s
lightkinds
in co T.here are chap!
sands
of
anxious
mothers
whose
boys
affect the unnatural and therefor dishonest. Speak the language of
bpeed Graph photos taken with the of accessor.es. All in all. a practical, ta*WlSK& taU*
are sleeping from under the parental one of its outstanding features.
the common souls which we all are. Be as bright as we can but do roof for the first time, we are sure it
The professors, you will be gratified "Magic Eye" camera and depicting the
«
*
.
.
will allay a tremendous amount of to know, were delighted to learn that continuous motions of athletes in acTHE STAGE IS SET
not attempt to deceive with what is not there.
tion.
The
remarkable
photos
have
been
is
to
be
with
us
for
one
term
heartache.
By Lee Simonson
at least, and have gone out of their made possible recently by the invenAny lack of these qualities of humility, good-fellowship and plain Dear Mrs.
You will be more than happy to way to assure me that they will do tion of a camera which "stops" the
U h r
?o r so n^ SfiuSfoS toS^t^ 2? T*Mrt" Gl,iI" and
decent honesty are almost inevitably recognizable. As we said maybe know that your son
arrived all in their power to bring out the various movements of people in action. setting
not only a critical history of' st«£ra?t Productions. His purpos
hidden qualities of which you, if not
Then, too, Collegiate Digest will con- its
on
campus
at
exactly
—
E.
S.
T.,
importance.
stagecraft, but also a philosophic di
in the first year maybe the second even the third or the fourth and
tinue in The Spotlighter, its bright and
and was immediately escorted to his his father, are so well aware.
It affords me deep satisfaction to lively stories of the great and near
if not then as they almost always are they will be in that great insti- rooms — charming, well ventilated
P
Ure
f the
»<*ne design, - $
. (He great who graduated from or attended in thl^od^ Ere Wd uoon'fhh f a ^ or 8 °ow
formerly occupied by (Judge write you this regarding
tution where sham is always discovered and never tolerated—good rooms
how
scene
designed
"^^woTeJ
f
"^
" experience. AN II gj
n
Spoof or whoever it was) and over- and a group of laughing companions college. The first issue features the
6 Pa8t
~f°r eXam'"" in
looking the historic old campus. Presi- are this minute crossing the campus gSgffly
°*
America's
greatest theatre and in the mediaeval passfon plays
living.
1
(the noted
dent
and his wife were wait- with Professor)
R gerS
H is aiso an a,,,,,, » *
mX heJ 6 °
- Panting ^S&^S'&^L^i^^
economist.) He undoubtedly has a fu- ShfsT'
Resolve now to get the most out of Bates and the life after Bates. ing for him with outstretched arms.
. potnt OI view of the social historian
""Published facts
President
and I have had ture.
•
•
.
Realize that it entails the most intelligent cultivation of the art of a long talk about
and we
We will keep a sharp eye on his
Students of Bates College are urged
BvA«hLAuDS AND POEMS
getting along. Remember always that this means the acceptance of agreed that he is, as you say, different welfare without In any way hindering to send photos to the XTV™
nt Benet
his
growth—as
you
yourself
have
done,
from other boys, in fact, quite exceplegiate
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ballads
humility, the exercise of good-fellowship and a devotion to downright tional. I noticed it the moment I laid I'm sure. Believe me, madame.
from
three
earlier
books
now
om
„f
'
?
- sonnets, and lyn
now
out
1
son
Wis.
Regular
newspaper^ate"
are
poems.
ot
print,
also
some
hitherto
unp""
"
Your
respectful
friend.
decent honesty. Few of us will ever set the world on fire, with our eyes on him and so did the president.
pauLfor all photos accepted f^uoHSuch a manly fellow, so clean, and
achievements in government, business or laboratory. But all of us yet so shrewd, too. It is easy to see
The dra^VThe6 m8elodramaeanri 1£ best-Sraci°>«s. gay, and delightfully «|g
Dean of Freshmen.
tion. The banjo rhythm, .^
^e SWI"ness of his narratives comp
can make this a worth while old life to live after all by being on good that nothing worth while is going to
P. S. The slight cough which you e.eTvhen JSSfSS «*^*£« «. fanciful poems
escape
and I am happy to say
ems charm
' the galety and imaginativeness of the ro»»»'
terms with our fellow men and the place to begin that is now—your that he has instinctively chosen the mentioned has entirely disappeared,
a
,ii'H
erica
h001 teachers were not a0Hpedantic
"ILS„in,f8verslfler°hiit
?°et <>< America-,
right group as associates—all fine up- and he is eating splendidly.
:~not a neurotically egocentric person*
Freshman year at Bates.
SPir
v,
rous and
rhythms of growth ■u
in me
the ,«„K
"' onii
K° ^f „,.- I„..J
young, catching the H»
rich,
new
icn, new
soil of
our land.

25, rtj. 5S.*S»*i space.

fS'jTfSSSgsa who
-on! S SBKBSs-rta
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Xliiriy- •miners

Turn Back The Clock

Japanese Student Welcomed
From University At Tokyo

s
I

1
ii

Features And
New Pictures
In Each Issue
Collegiate Digest Section
Includes Many Novel
Reviews

■

■
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Bates Outing Club
To Offer Unusual
Hikes And Climbs

Fine Speakers
Announced By
Y. Committee
Cabin

Bates College Football Squad - 1935
8

<

5

j] \ drich, Robert
\ rein, Harold
» Biernadd, Joseph
t ( ark, Verdelle
( iant, Alonzo
\- c« ke, Charles
\' Dinsmore, Wesley
sky, Morris
X Dunlevy, William
Max
Robert
. v. John
, Donald
\
5, Ronald
. ay, Edward
\
. Dennis
X Hutchinson, John
Keller, Harry
I )mar.
X Loon is, Richard
* McCluskey, Merle
X McOonoughi Michael
Mallard. Joseph _
* Manning, Francis
* Marcus, Bernard
X Martin, Fred
Curtin. Edward
X Morin, i •<■■ rge
\" Perkins, Richard
55 Preston, Richard
\ Pickering, Herbert
♦Pignone, Joseph
Reed, Burton
X 1\ 'liinson, Ernest
* Si iddard, Wesley
' Taylor, Dayton
' Vwllman. Edward

22
20
23
20
21
21
21
21
20
20
19
21
19
26
19
21
20
22
19
21
22
19
21
22
21
20
20
19
20
18
20
21
19
20
20
22
21

'38
'38
'36
'36
'36
'38
'37
'36
'37
'38
'38
'37
"36
'37
•38
'38
'38
'36
•38
"37
'37
•38
'37
'36
'37
'37
'37
'38
'38
'38
'38
'36
'38
'37
'36
'36
'36

-

Belmont, Mass.
Xorwalk, Conn.
Xaugatuck, Conn.
Presque Isle, Me.
Auburn, Me.
Lowell, Mass.
W. Medford. Mass.
Lewiston, Me.
Brockton, Mass.
Dedham, Mass.
Norway, Me.
Lexington, Mass.
Auburn, Maine
Brockton, Mass.
Montclair, N. J.
Lexington, Mass.
Methuen, Mass.
Medford. Mass.
Bath, Me.
Liberty, Me.
Houlton, Me.
Lewiston, Me.
Medford. Mass.
Milton, Mass.
Mil ford, Mass.
Belmont, Mass.
Medford, Mass.
Lee, Mass.
Taunton, Mass.
Beverly, Mass.
Swampscott, Mass.
Medford. Mass.
Milton, Mass.
Houlton, Me.
Abington, Mass.
Milton, Mass.
Lewiston, Me.

Bucksport Seminary
Norwalk High
Naugatuck High
Presque Isle High
Edward Little High
Worcester Academy
Medford High
Lewiston High
Brockton High
Dedham High
Norway High
Lexington High
Edward Little High
Montpelier Seminarv
Montclair High
Lawrence Academy
Governor Dummer
Medford High
Morse High
Liberty High
Houlton High
Lewiston High
Medford High
Huntington School
Mil ford High
Belmont Hijjh
Medford High
Lee High School
Lawrence Academy
Beverly High
Hunting School
Hunting School
Milton High
Houlton High
Abington High
Milton Academy
Lewiston High

T
Q
T
E
T
E
E
C
E
E
HB
G
T
FB
C
HB
HB
HB
HB
C
FB
G
E
QB
HB
G
HB
QB
G
C
G
FB
E
G
T
G
E

5-11
5- 9
5-10K
6-3^
5-11
6
5-11
6
5- 7
5-11
5- 9
5- 9
6
5- 8
5-11
5-12
5- 9
5- 4
5- 8
5-11
5-10
5- 9
5-10
6- 2
5-11
5- 7
5- 7
5- 9
5-10
5-10
5-11
5- 6J4
5-10
5-10
5-10>i
6- 1
5-11/,

Sunday
Afternoon
Party To Open Full
Year's Program

«

-

^.-Sl.!"''1-'1*,_[,,-tlerineil.

180
160
190
185
190
185
160
160
150
180
165
178
189
172
170
ISO
175
135
147
154
175
168
170
188
170
160
155
175
180
160
180
156
165
170
175
180
175

12
28
26
51
46
18
49
24
45
19
27
43
31
21
41
15
29
23
52
25
32
36
11
30
28
20
39
14
37
44
40
34
16

Director of Athletics—Prof. Oliver F. Cutts, Harvard, "03.
Coaches—David B. Morey, Dartmouth. '13, Head Coach.
Leslie Spinks, Alabama Poly, '27, Freshman Coach.
Joseph F. Murphy, Bates, '33, Assistant Coach.
Managers—David C. Whitehouse. '36, Senior Manager.
Robert M. York, '37, Junior Manager.

Sept. _'S
(let. 5
Oct.
Del.

12
19

Arnold
Xew York University
Dartmouth
Boston University

5fcmton Ride Will Professor Harms
Be Held Week From Announces Summer
School Statistics
Coming Saturday
Historic Event In Memory Of Symposium Course Most Popular Course—I 23 Work
Uncle Johnny Is An Old
For M. A.
Bates Tradition
The traditional Stanton Ride for
the freshmen class will take place
mu- week from Saturday. This Bates
tradition dates from the days when
Cncle Johnny Stanton was a dearly
lov il professor at this college and
the custom that he established
ot aking the incoming class on an
liming.

0 late years this tradition has been
i"d on by the co-operative efforts
le Y. W. C. A. and Y. M. C. A.
leetric cars are hired to carry the
students i0 the outskirts of Auburn
"i" they take a short hike to the
"f many of Uncle Johnny's
-. There in the pleasant surige of Lake Auburn, the group
°ok their dinners, play games, visit
•' I ge fish hatchery, and hear some
:>'s of the famous old Bates prosor.
•o•
Do you know any odd fact about an
\merican college? If you do, and can
•rove it, "The Student" will pay you
or the information.
A southern college still pays its land
>nt in Latin verses written by its
ulents.

_

The Bates Outing Club, the most
popular campus club, will afford unusual opportunities this year for hikes,
camping trips, canoe trips, mountain
climbs, and of course the year's activities will again reach a climax next
May when the annual Memorial Day
cruise takes place.
Many Trips Planned
Plans are already underway for an
active fall. Trips will be planned for
all available weekends while the good
weather lasts. Activities will begin on
next Sunday afternoon when there
will be an "open house" at Thorucrag
cabin. The cabin will be open between
3 P. M. and 4:30 P. M. and refreshments will be served free of charge to
all visitors.
The director of trips has requested
that all freshmen and transfers, who
would like to attend this "open house"
but who do not know the whereabouts
of the cabin, meet in front of Hathorn
Hall at 3:30 P. M., and guides will
direct them to the cabin.
Enjoyable Recreation Period
Games will be played, and side trips
will be conducted from the cabins on
trails to the large fireplace, and to the
plateau where a beautiful view of the
surrounding country may be enjoyed.
Finally, of course, the ever enticing
refreshments will be served.
In charge of arrangements for this
"open house" are Constance Redstone
'36, Director of Cabins for Women,
Dorothy Wheeler '36, Director of
Trips, and Randall Webber '36, Director of Cabins for men.

Outing Club Men
Blaze Good Trail
In Wild Woodland
Morin, Martin, Bailey, And
Dr. Sawyer Spend Week
In Maine Forest

Lettermen lost by graduation—14.

SCHEDULE
Lewiston Oct. 26 U. of Maine
New York, N. Y. Nov. 2 Bowdoin
Hanover, N. H. Nov. 11 Colby
Boston, Mass. Nov. 16 Holy Cross

Lewiston
Brunswick
Waterville
Worcester, Mass.

Howe Recovering From
Plane Crash Injuries
According to reports received
late last week from St. Joseph's
Hospital in Providence the condition of Arthur Howe, former
Bates student, is greatly improved.
Howe sustained serious injuries in a plane crash near the
Rhode Island State Airport on
August 27. Several fractured vertebrae resulted in the paralysis
of his left side and leg.
The pilot of the plane in which
Howe was a passenger, was
Joshua Crane, Jr., of Boston, a
prominent New England sportsman. Crane was immediately
killed.
At Bates Howe was prominent
in athletic and political activIttes. He shone in football and
soccer, and was one of the outstanding candidates in Bates'
first mayoralty contest.

A "good bushed-out trail" up "C"
Bluff (near Andover. Me.) to an 800
foot elevation and a blazed trail to the
summit, 1300 feet,—that was the
achievement two weeks ago of Harold
Bailey '36, president of the Bates Outing Club, George C. Morin '37, member
of the club and director of Winter
Sports, Frederick J. Martin '37, club
member and football player, and Dr.
William II. Sawyer, Jr., faculty member of the Outing Club.
The four Bates Outing Club members spent a week in swamping a side
trail to the Appalachian Mountain
Club's main trail from Georgia to Katahdin. This augmented important
work of the club last year when a considerable distance of the main trail
was spotted. The spur is now a mile
long with about half a mile more to
complete to the summit. This work
will be done by the club in the near
future.
The four trail clearers found the going rather difficult as they packed in
about 60 pounds per man eight miles
to their camp in the woods near "C"
Pond. The group reports that they met
with difficulty finding a suitable trail
up the bluff which few people have
ever ascended. Jt affords a fine vieweast and west to horizons about 75 to
100 miles away. The trail makers saw
many bear tracks but no bears.
On the main trail, which it is hoped

Professor Harms, director of the
Bates Summer Session for the past
nine consecutive seasons recently issued a few Summer Session statistics
in regard to the 17th successful session
which was recently completed.
Out of a registration of 212 this year
there were 116 men and 96 women.
Next year he would like to hare an
equal number and of course an increase, although Bates does not aim to
have a large Summer Session. Eleven
States are represented in the student
SA Y IT WITH ICE CREAM
body this year, 133 from Maine, 22
from Connecticut, 21 from Massachusetts, 11 from New Hampshire, 9 from
New York, 5 from New Jersey, 3 from
At a number of American colleges,
Pennsylvania and so on.
Thirty-nine different colleges are girls must swim for their degrees.
ELM STREET
represented and of the total number
Bate. 1904
of students. 144 are college graduates.
The first educational endowment in
The geratest number of registrant America included the gift of three
are in the courses in Education, to milch cows.
which the Symposium course has been
added this year. English and Social
Science rank next in popularity.
RW
(^ T ARl^ Registered Druggist
One hundred and twenty-one stu•
VV .
V> 1_J1Y IX IV Pure Drugs and Medicines
dents are working this year for their
master's degree and 124 are taking
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
three courses. Three-fourths of the student body are teachers.
Corner Bates and Main Streets
LEWISTON, MAINE

"3 Uatcfi arrabition"

|65 Middle Street, Portland, Maine

-

The College World...
1»VM

Richard Harlow, Louis
Untermeyer Head
1935-36 Group
Louis Untermeyer. poet and writer,
Richard Harlow. Harvard Coach. Edmund B. ChafTee, Director of the Labor
Temple in New York City. Professor
Henry N. Wieman of the University of
Chicago—these are a few of the distinguished speakers that will be
brought to the Bates campus this year
by the cooperative efforts of the Y. W.
C. A. and the Y. M. C. A.
Contrary to the usual custom of announcing speakers only a short time
before their scheduled appearance, the
Y's this year have arranged their
year's program far ahead, and consequently are pleased to announce the
speakers and programs for 1935-36 at
this time.
The spoakers will discuss a variety
of contemporary problems and topics
of interest to present day college students. The Race Problem, Peace. Literature. Sports, Economics, Religion—all
of these will be treated by the series of
capable speakers. In May the Boston
University Medical School Glee Club,
led by Sylvester Carter Bates '34, will
climax a banner year of Y programs
when it gives a concert on the Bates
campus.
The program for the year follows:
RACE PROBLEMS
October 16, 1935
A. PHILIP RANDOLPH
From New York City—a Negro
speaking on race and labor problems, how he has dealt with them
and what is being done and might
be done in our country or elsewhere.
RELIGION
November 13
HENRY N. WIEMAN
Professor in the Divinity School ot
the University of Chicago.

"One Picture Tells as Much as Ten Thousand Words"

Shutters click . . . flashlights flare . . .
cameramen are "Johnny on the spot"
wherever and whenever anything of
interest to the college student happens
. . . to bring to the Editor of Collegiate
Digest three thousand pictures every month
. ' . . but of course it is only possible to
bring you the best of these . . * . in
addition to the numerous collegiate features appearing exclusively in Collegiate
Digest every week with

ECONOMICS
December 4
EDMUND B. CHAFFEE
Director of the Labor Temple in
New York City—-a liberal in the
field of economics.
SPORTS
January 15, 1936
On the subject of peace.
RICHARD C. HARLOW
Harvard Coach—on the subject of
MUSIC
sports.
May 6
LITERATURE
BOSTON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL
February 12
SCHOOL GLEE CLUB
LOUIS UNTERMEYER
Concert to be led by Sylvester
Writer and poet to talk on "A New
Carter '34.
Language for a New Generation."
GENERAL DISCUSSION
March 25
We can show you a varied
OPEN FORUM MEETING
selection of
PEACE
PRIZE CUPS, FOUNTAIN
April 22

Cfje Patesi g>turjent

SIDNEY E. GOLDSTEIN

will reach Graf ton Notch by the end
of the summer. CCC men are working
under Chief Forester Ray Viles of
Rangeley. Since they would have no
time to attempt the "C" Bluff spur, the
Bates men decided to do this work.
Plans are now being made for a
Bates Outing Club hike this year over
this exclusively Bates trail and to the
summit of the bluff.

PENS, LADIES' SILK
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER
HAND BAGS
LEATHER BILL FOLDS
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS

Barnstone - Osgood
JEWELERS
LEWISTON, - MAINE

THE BLUE LINE
LEWISTON - HI Ml OKU - FARMINGTON
Lv. LEWISTON
7:45 A.M.. 10:05 A. M.. 1:30 P. M.. 5:00 P.M.
Lv. RUMFORD
7:35 A. M.. 9:56 A. M.. 1:20 P. M.. 4:50 P. M.
Lv. FARMINGTON
7:33 A.M.. 9:53 A. M.. 1:18 P. M.. 4:48 P. M.

Compliments of

TUFTS
BROTHERS
Printing Specialists
Telephone 1710
193 MIDDLE ST.

LEWISTON

DON'T S

George A. Ross

Fred. L Tower Companies
Printers
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Publishers

Direct Mail Advertising

-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

Holds 12,000 words of ink—102%
more than old style . . . When
held to the light you can see the
Ink Level—see when to refill!
THE marvelous new Parker Vacumatic is no more like the pens of
yesterday than your 193S car is like
a '25 model.
It's the identical pen you've often
said that someone ought to invent.

GOES WHERE THE
DOLLARS ARE

Mailing

Compliment* of

The Parker Vaeomatle —
Invented by a University
Professor to replace pens
that suddenly run dry In
Classes and Exams

Advertisements today must contact buying
dollars - - not merely buying desires. They
must mingle with purchasers rather than just
people. They must meet orders not hoarders or circulation.
Space buyers must peek into purses.
700 Bates college men and women subscribers have thousands of potential dollars at
their disposal each year.
At Bates, the STUDENT goes where the
dollars are
It sells when selling is
difficult.

.Dates

cleni

AN AGGRESSIVE COLLEGE PAPER IN ITS
SIXTY-THIRD YEAR OF CIRCULATION

Scores of inventors tried to—fully
250 sacless pens were patented before this miracle writer was born.
But none found a way to surmount
the mechanical faults of squirt-gun
piston pumps, valves, etc
Then a scientist at the University
of Wisconsin conceived the Vacumatic And Ceo. S. Parker, world's
leading pen maker, agreed to develop
it because it contained no rubber sac
or lever filler like sac-type pens—no
piston pump as in ordinary sacless
pens.
That's why Parker can—and
DOES—guarantee the Vacumatic
MECHANICALLY PERFECT!
Because there is nothing else like
it, the United States and foreign
countries have granted Parker
patents.

I arkc

' 'A Cl MA TICm~*
IICAUY Pia'ICT

Pencil. J2 50.
J3 50on« 15
Copy No. S571—(I)ept. 711)

This original style creation introduces luminous laminated Pearl and
Jet—yet when held to the light the
"Jet" rings become transparent, revealing the level of ink!
Step into any good store selling
pens, and see it. The Parker Pen
Company, Jancsville, Wis.

FREE! Send a Post Card for
NewlnkThat Cleanses
Any Pen As It Writes
Parker Qui'n*—a remarkable new '
ink — contains a harmless ingredient that dissolves sediment left in pens by
ordinary inks. Ends clogging. Get it from any
store, or send your address for small bottle to
try. FREE. Address, Dept.711.

11
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Cross Country
Squad Drilling
For First Meet

PAGE 4

Track Cluster
Gives Promise
Of Fine Year

SPORTS SHOTS
By Bob Saunders
Weekly boost-To Coach Morey, for the great help he has been to his

last spring with a final spurt „
put him into third position in the7*
In cross-country he finds the iSj
rather hard, but with grit he tT*
ways in the running.
" »
Buck Chamberlain. Bob K.>we
Walt Rodgers are members of the j»
ior Class who almost made the i*T
last .year.
„—
— Chamberlain Is a n„at^
M,"
distance runner who can run w""
ton*!
at a natural stride. Rowe a<n R «
od

^fSTa™ ^T^SSy ft the official news that Bates

Johnson's Injury Main
Handicap To Bates
Harrier Squad

Tubbs To Captain 1935
Team—Drake, Winston, Only Losses

"tEcs^^
a major sport especially

when there are only two major sports to

season.
Lou Meagher can devote himself gotten on this campus. When Dave
After a three weeks rest from cross- entirely
to pole vaulting, Day Stetson Moray's Bobcats take the field anycountry the varsity hill-and-dalers will
can turn to the two mile in indoor
turn to the inside tracK where the an- track, but Herb Pickering. Bill Seeckts, thing can happen. Was much imnual relay meet is held. Last year the Cotton Hutchinson, Mike MacDonough, pressed by the work in a short scrimKishon-Johnson weight combination Mike Drobosky, Doc Healey, and Jason mage on Tuesday but against Arnold
put Bates on the map by going to Cam- Lewis are likely to find a lot of time on don't look for too much. That will all
bridge to the IC4A meet and coming their hands this winter as well as come later.
Track Standouts
away with third honors. Every Eastern quite a few others. Collegiate basketAfter the good news of Wes
college including Harvard Yale and ball got quite a boost in the state last
Princeton were behind the Garnet two winter when Colby put out a freshman Dinsmore and Eddie Curtin not only
returning to school but being eligible
man weight team.
team and Bowdoin had two independKishon has reported back on campus ent teams in action. Whether or not for football conies the additional good
in great physical condition, but John- Bates will attempt to fill the gap in its news that Bucky Gore did a little
son is having trouble with the muscles intercollegiate competition by adopt- phibeting last semester and is also on
of his back. It is hoped that with rest ing basketball is definitely unknown. the good side of the faculty. Bucky,
he may get back in shape to push The sport should be more profitable now a junior, holds the cage record
of 2.19 for the 1,000 yards indoors.
Kishon lor first honors.
than hockey. To drop one sport for anThe sprinters on the Varsity will be other might well be progress but just He set it in his freshman year against
Ken Black of Maine, current IC4A
Harry Keller and Winston Keck who to drop one is decidedly not.
half mile champion.
are both extremely fast. Harry is now
Tony Kishon. star weight man, folDave Tackles Goliath
out for football and showing Coach
Morey a speed merchant on the gridFootball will occupy the center of lowed up his IC4A victory in the hamiron Keck starred on last year's fresh- the sportlight more than ever this year mer throw last June by traveling out
man track team by being undefeated in with the garnet team tackling its so to the National Collegiates at Berkeley,
the dash. He will also bolster the team called "suicide" schedule. No college California, and winning is his spein Maine has ever before attempted a cialty. He passed up the national chamin the 300.
. ,
H,,l> Saunders and Art Danielson will schedule which lists such teams as pionships at Lincoln the following
probably again make the mile Relay X. Y. I'.. Dartmouth, and Holy Cross. week but the winner, Dryer of Rhode
team which was undefeated in their With a strong team, equipped with the Island, was behind Tony's mark of
two trips to Boston last winter. Eddie indomitable Morey spirit. Bates will the week before. At the Olympics next
Howard, former Medford High Cap- give each of these much larger schools gammer, Tony has excellent chances
tain and a member of the sophomore more than a tough afternoon. And of proving himself the greatest amaClass, will make a decided bid tor well they know it. Harvard undoubted- teur hammer thrower in the world.
anchor position which was held by last ly can well recall their last season Larry Johnson, other member of the
opener when they were pushed all over famous pair, who placed second to
year's captain Frank Pendleton.
Kishon at the Penn Relays and at the
Stetson and Tuhbs will hold up the the field in the second half. Two quick Intercollegiates and who won the New
Two Mile Kun and make it a good touchdowns by passes early in the
England
is reported to
event tor the Garnet. Ted Hammond game was all John Harvard could have hurtchampionship,
his back during the summer
will in all probability be in the Mile write home about. Dartmouth was playing ball but just how much it
Run this year instead of the longer mauled plenty the year before and Will affect his throwing has not been
when it comes to Yale two years ago
route.
win never be
ue 101for- learned.
wuoi.
It is hoped that the Class of 1939 that scoreless tie will
Weekly knock—To Howie Buzzell, for telling the freshmen they couldn t
will keep_ the Freshman record of 11
.
.
Straight 'wins intact. The string was play tennis.
started by the Class of 1937.
The Freshman Class has the son of Reiner (Leominster (, William Ruska
THE COLLEGE STORE
Williams. 10 co-holder of the college (Barnstable), John Vaka (Webster
100 Yard Dash record among its mem- Mass.), Dana Wallace (Lisbon). DonIS FOR
bers, but it is not known whether aid Webster (Edward Little), and Aryoung Williams is a trackster or not. thur Wilder (Presque Isle).
BATES STUDENTS
Among the Freshman is Johnny Wood
o
Drop in between classtt
bniv who was a track star for South
Harvard
graduates
once ruled a
Portland last year. Other members of
European
country.
tlie Class of 1939 who have signed up
for track are Robert Ahers, Arthur
Bales. Joe Canavan, Clifton Chisolm
i Cornish). Fred ("lough (Edward
Little), Harold Cushman (Quincy),
Dick DuWors (Boston Latin). Irving
Friedman (Lewiston). Trenor Goodell
(Taunton
High). David Hennesy
(Leicester Mass. High), Albert Jerard
(Tilton School), Shelton Locke (BerHn, N. H.), Gordon MacPherson (Medford). Roger Nichols (Portland). Elliott Phipps (Worcester South), Albert
Pierce (Mt. Vernon, N. Y.l, Herbert

PART TIME WORK

is trying to comb his sqnaate ^
winning team. _ With tne
them
in Lewiston this year he wa
to show up well, tor a mrg'

asRSSr-S?state Title
'^X"=t two tniler

Coaches M orey

and

Spinks. Bates gridiron brain trusters.

Several Changes
Made In Physical
Training Program
Coupon
Books
Discarded,
Courses Included In Regular Curriculum
Distinctlv new features are evident
in the new Phvsical Education program given out last week by Director
Cutts.
, , , _,
Two years and a half of Physical Education remains the required minimum
of Physical Education for graduation
at Bates College. Attendance at classes
will be taken this year by the instructor in the physical activity, during
the firt ten minutes of the class period.
Selection of the physical activity has
been made a part of the regular registration, instead of being treated as an
extra-curricular activity. Registration
must be completed by all undergraduates sometime this afternoon.
Coupon books have been discarded.

and in their place Director Cutts has
instituted a small card which will admit students only to all home contests,
and which will secure a discounted rate
for students to all Bates contests away
from home with the other Maine colleges. This applies particularly to the
football games with Bowdoin and Colby
this fall. This plan was originated by
the Maine Intercollegiate Athletic Association last spring and thisI fa the
first time it has actual y been tried.
The regular rate of admission is Jl.io,
while the new rate tor students Is
only 55 cents.
o
At one time college professors in
Virginia were not allowed to marry.
o
There is a college which has one
faculty member tor every four students.
.

Watches always at the lowest prices
For Guaranteed Goods

Jewelry-Silverware
Novelties
"Chilton Pens - All New Models"

CALL

4040

Geo. V. Turgeon & Co.

FOR REAL COURTEOUS
TAXI SERVICE
LEWISTON, - MAINE

"BIG CHIME CLOCK"

80 Lisbon Street

Lewiston, Me.

SIGN

wKnwhowere lost through grad"IJamon Stetson is one of the men
sure to make the team. Last year he
made his letter in this sport by plac
ing among the first twenty in the New
Englands. He made his track award
by placing second in a triangular meet
in the two mile run last spring. He
is a consistent 10 minute fifteen second two miler with a great deal or

_ i—
lUn Mile
\tilo Runs
Rlina lasi
loot —
.8
were
in the
sprit,;
the track meets and have posslbffij
Last year"s Freshmen cmtriw*
should be a good one. i;
tagne is a good distance runner «*
should find the tour mile r,ute,J|
to his liking than the F,*sh^
course. His team-mates, Bill Fj^
and Courtney Burnap are aimoat Z
tain to give some of the iipper-cu
men a fight for positions.
The Varsity Cross-Country s,.w I
stiff one. The team • aveij
is a o—
c
Colby
i^vivy on
wa October
w.*««— 12
— to
— meet
-'IIIW
headed by DeVerber. Cliff V ysej ,*
also still be eligible to compete H3
fall for the Pale Blue. On '-^tobern
Boston is the goal of the h
ers where they meet Northcthe Franklin Park course<■ T:>e fniw I
ing week (October 26) the
I
is held on the home coin--: . 1
New Englands at Boston on N'ovem^l
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Ted Hammond is a half miler who
has been lengthened in his four years
at Bates. Last year he was always
near the head of the line and won his
cross-country letter in the State Meet
which was held last year at Orono.
Another member of the 1934 aggregation is Art Danielson who surprised
the coach by placing in the State Meet

We carry a large assortment
of—
Men's Gladstone Bags
Ladies' Fitted and
Unfitted Cases
Men's Billfolds and
Small Leather Goods

The Fireside Tea Room
WELCOMES

The Eds and Coeds
of
Bates College
for its fifth season
SPECIAL WEEKLY RATES

Toasted Sandwiches
a specialty-

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON

Phone 4022
17 DAVIS ST.

CL

displaying felt college
novelties to students

he /eaves of Turkish tobacco are strung one by one
like beads (see how it is done
in the picture). After the
leaves are strung they are
packed in bales (see picture)
— sometimes as many as
80,000 leaves to the bale.

Earn $2.00 per hour

ART CRAFT, 313 Allen,
Grand Rapids, Michigan

' MERRILL & WEBBER

COMPANY
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
95-99 Main St.,
AUBURN, ME.

BILL
THE BARBER
FOR

EDS AND CO-EDS
CHASE HALL

JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
INC.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Lewiston Monumental Works
6-10 BATES STREET
LEWISTON
TELEPHONE 4634-R

LEWISTON SHOE
HOSPITAL
7 SABATTUS STREET
We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES

.

Agent. JOE niK.RNAKI. "36

BRING YOUR FILMS TO
US FOR DEVELOPING
AND FINISHING
24 Hour Service

The Quality Shop

We have on hand at all times
for CHESTERFIELD cigarettes
upwards of 350,000 bales
of Turkish tobacco .. .

3 Minutes from Campus

The pleasing aroma and flavor of Turkish tobacco is almost necessary if you want
a good cigarette.
Turkish tobacco is more costly when

TELEPHONE 1817-W

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

IT /

you take into account that you have to
pay 35c a pound duty, but we have to
have it to blend with our mild ripe home-

Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE

grown tobaccos.
It helps make Chesterfields milder, it

AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

helps give them better taste. Just try them.

PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets
O '935.

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

• • for mildness
.. for better taste

LEWISTON

